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SUBMISSION:
I am alarmed that medical practitioners will be censured for publicly
speaking out on issues of concern they may have. It is essential that
all opinions are heard and debated in any healthy and robust society.
Currently all children are being indoctrinated with a program which
tells them they can choose their gender, that gender is fluid and
radical treatments such as puberty blockers and surgical interventions
leading to lifelong dependency on chemicals to maintain a chosen gender
are being increasingly used without oversight or restraint. Furthermore
children are being told they may not be the sex they were allocated at
birth.
The confusion and manipulation of immature minds with psuedo science is
deplorable.
Many parents are very disturbed that this has been thrust on the public
without any rigourous research or public debate to cater to a very small
minority. This program and its' implementation is unprecented in most
countries with advanced healthcare.
Many are fearful that institutions and bureaucracies are being used and
corrupted for polital agendas rather than scientific, evidence based
practice and many doctors are currently too afraid to speak out.
To many people this has the appearance of an Orwellian nightmare.
I am not at all homophobic, (name calling, the first accusation to
dissent an auto. response in the absence of sound reasoning and
evidence) I have gay family and friends I love dearly and they all have
grave reservations about what is happening on this particular issue with
the sacred trust of children and their parents along with tens of
thousands of Australian people.
The idea that any doctors who share such concerns will be silenced for
an agenda has the potential to destroy patient/doctor trust for many
decades to come.
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